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UCF football pla1ers dominate intramural basketball tourney- •· fR
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USA Today names UCF student to academic team
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor
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V Entertainment provided
by models and Moses!
See page7

News Briefs
V College Republicans
release the results of a
straw ballot. See page 2
V Greeks spend a busy
weekend. See page 2

V Champion for disabled
students is remembered.
See page3

Sports

When Cannen Garcia, a 22year-old sociology and social sciences major, opened the pages of
the Feb. 8 USA Today, she was
surprised to see her name listed on
the All-USA College Academic
TI;ird Team. Garcia had been selected from a field of 1,231 students
from across the nation.
The 60 students chosen for
the top three teams won the award
due to their academic achievements
and their willingness to share their
abilities with others. Garcia certainly
qualifies in both categorie~.
The UCFseniorcarriesa3.86
GPA and spent last summer at ·the
University of Texas.
''That was my first real research experience," Garcia said, "I
studied children's views of education." Since then, she conducted a
highly-respected research thesis in
the area of the homeless.
She credits an experience in
high school as the inspiration for her
interest in social issues. When she was
18, she went with her church mission
team to the Dominican Republic.
''I learned about poverty on a
first-hand basis when I was there,"
Garcia said.

predictions. See page 12

V AD Steve Sloan scores
well at celebrity tournament.
See page 12
.t

V Tony Mejia takes a look at
the Final Four. See page 11

Opinion
V David Swartz does the
impossible-he finds humor
in standardized testing.
Seepage7
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After she returned, she became interested in social issues and
did volunteer work.at the Coalition for
the Homeless.
While working with Dr. Joan
Morris, assistant professor of sociology, Garcia researched the relationship between childhood abuse and
homelessness.
'1 was looking for a variable
where you could see a differencesomething which you could control," Garcia said. She discovered that education,
up through high school level, did not
seem to make a difference for people
whO were abused as children and later
became homeless. But for those who
attended college, the duration of
homelessness decreased markedly.
According to Morris, Garcia is
"as warm an individual as she is capable. She has a lot of initiative, and
she is alw&ys trying to help people."
In addition to her studies,
Garcia works with Volunteer UCF,
serves on the Orientation Team, is
the Business Professional Women
Scholarship House qfficer and a
member of a number of other organizations and honor societies.
In the fall, Garcia hopes to
begin her doctoral studies in gender issues at the University of
Arizona.
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Carmen Garcia holds a young child from the Dominican
Republic. The mission trip four years ago inspired her to
seek a degree in sociology and social sciences at UCF.

Investigation cites OQM problems'
by MIKE WHITE

V Ken Jackson makes

Future

Managing editor

The Office ofQuality Management kept inaccurate time cards and
bought more computers than their
office needed, according to areport by
UCFinspectorGeneralBarbaraRatti 's
office.
TQ.eMarchZ 1reportresponded
to complaints about the OQM, a
di.vision of President John C. Hitt's
office.
Eight allegations included:
* time card abuses
* improper use of state resources ·
* questions concerning computers.
According to the report, her
office received two complaints about
theOQM. Thefirstwasamemodated
Nov. 22, 1995, by afonneremployee.
The second was an anonymous complaint forwarded by the State
Comptroller's office on Dec. 7, 1995.
TIME CARD ABUSES
The report states complaints
were made about the office manager,
Anna Gonzalez, attending college
classes during work hours in the fall
1995.
Ratti' s review states Gonzalez
did attend classes during the fall term
atSeminoleCornmunityCollege. Two
of those classes met during normal
work hours.
The report states Gonzalez said
she arranged with her supervisor, Dr.
Jan Terrell, to work longer hours.
These hours were allegedly written
down on Terrell' scalendarandspreadsheet However, the actual time cards

showed 8 to 12 and I to 5 each day.
Ratti stated: "As a non-exempt employee, Ms. Gonzalez is required to
record the exact starting and stopping
times." ...
Additionally, the report states
Gonzalez and Terrell said some of the
hours worked to compensate for time
off were done by Gonzalez home
with a computer and printer taken
from the office. Ratti states Terrell
was advised that Gonzalez should
return the computer and discontinue
working at home.

investigations failed to show evidence
ofimproper use ofstatepersonneland
equipment, according to Ratti.
QUESTIONS CONCERNING
COMPUI'ERS
Accordingtothereport,another
complaint alleged indiscriminate
spending on computers.
The report states the OQM has
eight computers: five desktop computers in the office, one notebook
computer, one desktop computer at
Terrell's home and one desktop computer that was at Gonzalez' home.
Ratti points out that a staff of
twoOOministrativepositions,oneoffice
· manager, one part-time secretary !ifld
one student assistant amounts to two
computers per full-time equivalent
employees.
"Because the number of
computers is more than appears to be
needed by the office, serious
consideration should be given to making the older computers available to
other departments" the report states.
USE OF STATE RESOURCES
Regarding the computer at
Another allegation fromRatti' s Terrell's home, the report states Terrell
report concerned Terrell's use of state said the computer is used for office
equipment and personnel in conjunc- memos and reports.
tion with a private consulting trip
However, at least 50 percent of
Terrell took.
recentcomputerusagewasforTerrell' s
Ratti states Terrell did take a dissertation.
notebook computer on the trip. While
The report stated: "As for Dr.
onboard a plane, a fuse blew which Terrell's computer at home, work
cost$265.
performed related to the university
The report concluded that since overlapped that of the dissertation."
the notebook computer was to be used
Ratti' soffic.erecommendedthat
forstatebusiness(preparingforafuwre management revise the university
conference), there was no improper policy to address use ofcomputers for
use of the computer. Other educational purposes.
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Students seek
SG conslibdion

reinstatement
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

According to a suspended
SGA senator, some UCF students
are seeking signatures on a petition
to reinstate the SGA constitution
and legislative branch. The resolutions requests:
•'The UCF Student Body Constitution and Statues be immediately
re-instated and
• ''The UCF Student Senate be immediately re-instated in full with all
privileges and responsibilities of
alloaµion of Activity and Service
Fee money, and
• ''If and only if sufficient grounds
and evidence are established, remove said individual officers of
Student Government from their
positions through established University or StudentGovernment procedures and allow the Constitutionally prescribed order of succession
to follow, and
• ''If more than 33% of the Student
Government Officers (as counted
at the beginning of the suspension)
are removed through due process
hearings, convene an immediate
election ofthe StudentGovernment
Legislative and Executive
branches."
The unnamed student said
the resolution and petitions will
be sent to the Board of Regents
and key state legislators.
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THE GREEK CoLUMN
Weekend was productive for Greeks
by LESLIE ADAMS
Greek columnist

Between the Greek Council Leadership Conference, Lambda Chi Alpha's
Self-Defense for Women and Rush
Workshops held by several chapters in
preparation for Fall Rush, the weekend
proved to be a productive one for UCF' s
Greeks.
Each of the events was held on
Saturday, March 23. The conference,
better known as GCLC, was held in the
Business Building on campus between
the hours of 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Immediately following the conference, Lambda Chi held its Self-Defense Seminar for Women. In addition,
those who did not attend the conference
or the seminar attended rush workshops
for t~eir chapters.
Attendance at the conference was
high. However, some who registered to
attend did not show.
"It is a little disappointing that not
everyone who signed up attended," said
Josh Gardner, co-chair of GCLC. "But,
for the first ever Greek leadership conference at this university, I think the
turnout was great." Approximately 130
Greeks attended the event.
The speakers, whose topics ranged
from scholarship ideas to rush techniques,
had mixed responses.
One of the clear favorites was David
Stollman, from the National Inter-Fraternity Council. Stollman, originally a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon from Maryland,
spoke about rush in the nineties.
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College Republicans

•

take straw poll vote

•

by AMY WANDEL

Another popular speaker was
Trevor Pennyfore, an anchor for Channel
9 news.
He spoke about the media and how
it affected Greek issues. With his comical, yet informative presentation,
Pennyfore evoked many laughs.
"I thought that his program was
both funny and informative," said Rod
Eason, a Lambda Chi who attended the
conference.
Many people were shocked with
th~ interesting and fun sty le of the conference.
"I have been to many similar leadership/motivational conferences before,
and I don't think I learned anything," said
Sigma Chi President Dan Smith. "The
exact opposite was the case (this time). I
learned so much from this conference,
and from Dave Stollman in particular,
that my chapter is raising the funds to
bring him in to speak."
Lambda Chi Alpha's presentation
of Self-Defense for Women was also a
well-received event
"Although the turn-out for the event
wasn't as great as I expected, it was still
a great time," said-Ricky Davis, the chairman of the event.
The UCF Police Department came
out to the Education Building and gave an
interactive presentation on self-defense and
rape prevention.
Davis feels this event is not just a
promotional idea for Lambda Chi but a
serious topic that is imperative to women.
More than $1 OOwasraisec:l for Spouse
Abuse of Orlando.

Staff writer

•

With the Republican primaries behind them, the UCF College
Republicans are preparing to campaign for Bob Dole's election for the
presidency.
The club conducted a mock primary election on campus March
4 in which 600 students participated. The following results were
obtained:
• Dole: 40 percent with 256 votes
•Buchanan: 23 percent with 140 votes
• Forbes: 18 percent with 110 votes
•Alexander: ll~ntwith71 votes a;
y·~·:.: .;.-~/
• Keyes: 2 percent with 28 votes
---· - -.-; ,
• Lugar: less than 1 percent with 6 votes
· ·:_- /
• 1b students were undecided.
Scott Kasch, president of the UCF College Republicans, said
club members were split evenly between support for Dole and
Buchanan. According to Kasch, the candidates' differing views on
trade divided club members.
The UCF College Republicans are working on a plan to invite
Bob Dole to speak on campus. Club members attended Do~e' s rally in
Melbourne and plan to attend any other rallies in the area.
"Anytime Dole comes within two hours of UCF, we want a
Student Government van to go there," Kasch said.
Kasch said he believes students are most concerned with issues
such as abortion, education, taxes for the middle class and jobs. Club
members, on the other hand, will focus on a balanced budget, health
care and welfare reform.
To improve education, Kasch said the U.S. Department of
Education should be shut down, giving complete control to the states.
'The state knows what we need better than big government," Kasch
said.
Club members oppose the deletion of historical figures and
events from American history books in favor of multicultural and
world education. According to Kasch, the UCF College Republicans
support prayer in public schools.
Quotirtg Pat Buchanan, Kasch said, ''I want to bring prayer and
~otism back into the schools."
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O~t~opaedic

•

Clime

Team Physicians for the G0lden Knights
We accept the following health care plans:
• AvMed
•Blue Cross, traditional insurance
•Century
•Florida Health Care
•Health Options
•Humana

Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo. ~
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

•Cigna
• PruCare

•

•

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance--

Ca II GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
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Once again
The Central Florida
Future would like
to thank all of its
readers and wish
you good luck in
the closing of yet
another fun-filled
semester!
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Activist Debbie Kane leaves lep:y
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH

•

Asst. news editor
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•
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Debbie Kane, 51, a UCF
graduate who was an author, artist,
flight instructor and champion of
the disabled citizens of Central
Florida, died March 10. Kane had
been recovering from surgery, when
her heart stopped. .
Kane is well known for her
untiring efforts to make the UCF
campus more accessible for disabled
students. The automatic entrance
doors to buildings around campus,
many of the curb cuts and an annual
disability awareness week all pay
tribute to her efforts.
Last spring, Kane graduated
with a 3.7 GPA in interpersonal
communications. The walls of her
home are filled with numerous
awards, as well as her oil paintings.
''In her mind, she was normal," said David Kane, Debbie
Kane's husband of26 years.
· This sentiment is echoed by
friends and fellow students around
campus.
''J:Ier body failed her but her
mind and energy never did," the
program assistant for the department of student disability services,
Betty Braddy, said.
"Her body was handicapped,
but her mind was not," said Linda
Humphrey, secretary for the student
affairs office.
Champion for dipbled citizens
At the time ofher death, Kane
was a marketing assistant at Lynx
transportation service. Ironically,

Kane once had herself chained to a
bus to protest the lack of accessible
transportation in Central Florida for
disabled citizens.
According to her husband,
many of the curb cuts in downtown
Orlando are called ''Debbie cuts"
because of her campaign to make
the downtown area more accessible.
"Anything she ever did,"
David Kane said, "she did for others. When she asked that the sidewalks have curb cuts, she pointed
out that they would help mothers
with baby strollers, as well."
Debbie Kane served as a senator and justice on UCF's Student
Government. One of the SG senators who worked closely with her
was John Turner. The suspended
senate pro tempore said: "I think
Debbie Kane is the most wonderful
student to ever go to UCF. And I
think she is the most ~onderful lady
that ever went to UCF."
Debbie Kane's earlier years
Deborah Jane Corns, born in
Charleston, W. Va., lived with severe rheumatoid arthritis since she
was three years old.
Kane later moved to Florida
and married David Kane when she
~as 25. She became a supervisor at
Herndon Airport, where she passed
a pilot's test and then a flight
instructor's test.
Along the way, Kane discovered a talent for painting. By the
1980s, she was winning art shows
and enjoying commissions for her
art.
Shealsodiscoveredshemight

.

not live much longer. Her arthritis
was drawing her head toward her
chest and was begiflning to cut off
her windpipe. Doctors told her the
only solution would be an operation
where her neck would be broken.
But, any miscalculation would kill
her. She and husband David decided against the operation.
Debbie Kane's miracle
Shortly thereafter, the Kanes
were in an auto accident, and Debbie
Kane broke her neck in the exact
place doctors had proposed surgery.
It saved her life, a fact Debbie Kane
attributed to divine intervention.
After working for better transportation for disabled citizens, Kane
took advantage of the independence
this provided by enrolling at
·Valencia Community College.
After VCC, Debbie Kane
came to UCF and worked to make
the campus more accessible for all
students.
In 1992, a wheelchair accident
resulted in the loss of mobility in her
right band and ended her ability to
paint
· ShemetJohn Gloyerthrougha
computer bulletin board, and after his
heartattackinthesameyear,theKanes
invited Glover to live with them and
assist Debbie Kane with notetaking
and other chores. He attended classes
with her, as well as SG meetings.
AccordingtoVeronicaLivesay,
executive assistant in student affairs,
Debbie Kane would frequently bring
tlowei:s and small gifts to the office
staff.
In an article published in The

photo/KANE

{Top)Debbie Kane is shown as a runner-up at the '95· Florida
College Student of the Year Award ceremonies. (Bottom
right) Kane painted this best-of-show winner in 30 minutes.

Orlando Sentinel in September, 1993,
promoting Celebration of Abilities
WeekatUCF,Kanesaid:''Myfriends
don't understand why I work so hard
when I don't need to. Butldoneed to.
I don't know how much longer I'll be
on Earth. I feel like my time is short. I
want to get done as much as I can get
done."
As Humphrey put it, Debbie
Kane accomplished more in her 51
years than most able-bodied people
accomplish in much longer lifetimes.

Announcing the combining of

College -Book & Supply Inc.
and

CB·&S Bookstore

t

• Greater Location
• ·Larger Location
• One Stop Shopping
•Friendly Environment.
•Free Bamies Coffee
•We are an Official Source of UCF Textbooks
•Conveniently located behind Applebee's
Directly across University Blvd. from our old
location in University Shoppes

Central Florida's only bookstore with a comprehensive selection
.

'

.

from Bestsellers to Textbooks
12140 Collegiate Way:

Behind Applebee 's and Boston Market
382-1617
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Hill's actions
Two weeks ago~· Hitt, with
little justification, stomped out the
voice of the students on this campus. The suspension of our Student
Government, particularly the Senate, is obscene. Coupled with Hitt's
own wasteful spending of taxpayer
money, and his nianipulation of the
media in an attempt to smear the
SG, the suspension becomes a heinous abuse of power.
As I sat at the press conference to announce the suspension of
the SG, I felt ill. Here was our president manipulating the media to
smear the names of two of his own
students. His tactics have convinced
me that he is unfit to run this university.
Let's examine Hitt's behavior.
First, a fair president would
never have suspended the SG during Spring Break. Why would anyone dismiss the student voice at the
exact time the students are sure to be
away. When I asked Hitt about this,
he acted as if I were questioning his
bravado. Big John assured me that
he wasn't scared to suspend the SG
at anytime. Well I wasn't questioning his bravado. I was questioning
his intentions. By suspending the
SG while the students were away,
no protests could be made at the
point of dismissal.
Another problem involves the
supposed 'self-serving' ads in UR
magazine. If you haven't seen the
ads, they have pictures of Frank and
Miguel and basically promote SGA.
But Frank and Miguel are not re~
sponsible for those ads. What Hitt ·
has failed to mention is those ads
were signed off on by Mike Hess,
who signed the UR contract his last
day in office.
In effect, Miguel and Frank
are being held accountable for Hess'

0·1inion
. ..

I

questionable spending. Before the
ad in question ran, from September
through December, the ads which
ran promoted such organizations and
events as CAB, HASA and Hispanic Awareness Month. In January, the Torregrosa/Amoros ad ran
promoted the accomplishments of
SG. It was intended to only run
once. According to UR magazine,
when the administration stopped
payment and ads (claiming the contract was illegal), the magazine had
no choice but to continue to run the
last ad sent them. So because Hess
screwed up, they ran again and again.
What sickens me is that Hitt
knows the deal with the UR ads and
still he manipulated the situation to
make Frank and Miguel appear to
be scoundrels. He knows Hess
signed that contract. Yet he is malicious enough to m~ipulate the
media into believing the ads were
Frank and Miguel's idea. Hitt has
proven to me that he is void of the
character to be president of this university.
The only thing that sickens
me worse than Hitt's oppression of
the student body is the indifference
of our student body.
O Hypocrisy in ·
As far as I'm concerned, the
America inside and
apa~etic UCF students deserve Dr.
Hitt and the tactics of his adminis- · outside the church is
tration. If the studen~ body were a result of feelings of
paying attention, none of this would
be happening. The students' mouths - moral superiority,
have· been taped shut and they are and lack of empathy.
struggling to speak. But not to complain. No, ~ur students would thank
Morai superiority is not
Hitt for keeping them quiet. -They
unique
to the ~hurch. Our lack
are dumb enough to think that Hitt is
of
empathy
causes hypocrisy
helping them. The. uninformed are
motivated by defensive self
the easiest to manipulate.
interest,
and this defensive self
Hitt should be ashamed· of
interest
is
translated into a conhimself.
trol issue.
•Mike White
For the sake of discusManaging editor
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-America is like a dysfunctional family
Peter Maxwell
The Christian
·viewpoint
seeking to control what is done
in private.
The members of the functional family communicate
freely with one another without posturing, because they
know that their rights are secure. Individual rights are secure in a functional family because the family members consider other's rights as important as their own.
A dysfunctional fa:r:nily is
characterized by disrespect and inconsideration because the family
members feel threatened by the other
member's pursuits of self. The pursuit of s~lf in disregard for the rights
and feelings of others creates a situtryi~
ation where no one feels secure in
compromisingbecausecompromise
is seen as taking away from one's
rights.
Instead of free communication a dysfunctional family shouts
family where the members of and bickers between members, each
the family have respect for one trying to presume a position ofmoral
another, and show consider- superiority as a defense. The defenation. The members of the func- sive member sees their moral supetional family freely share the riorityintermsofprincipleandhonor
common areas of the house that must be defended, lest that memwithout one or more members ber be overrun. The other members
exhibiting unfair control. Some see moral superiority in their peers
members of the family do not as a direct assault on them. In short,
insist on offensive behavior in moral superiority is perceived as
front of others in the common necessary for moral survival, and
areas of the house.
moral survival for rights.
There will always be hypocThis offensive behavior
is unfair because the offended risy as long as there is lack of empaparty is a captive audience to thy caused by inconsiderate pursuit
the behavior unless they give of self. We can have unthreatened
up their right to share the com- individualrightsifweturnourhearts
mon area. This offensive be-. around and have humility. Humility
havior is done in private as a does not mean shame, but rather
show of common courtesy to considering others as important as
other members of the house, self. In a nation of256rnillion people,
and the other members of the everybody just cannot have everyhouse respect privacy by not thing their own way ..
selfish attitudes is what leads
to a perception of the need for
external control, hence the hypocrisy of misplacing principles in the name of freedom.
The ·mustration given below
shows how all this works in the
context of family life, America
being the dysfunctional family.
Consider a functio_nal

Instead of free

communication, a
dysfunctional family
shouts and bickers,
each
to
presume a Position
of moral superiority
as a defense.

~
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Standardized tests aren't just for high-schoolers anymore
Whoever likes standardized
tests please raise your hand. Okay,
good. Now, those of you with your
hand up, take your number two pencil and stab yourself in the stomach.
Okay, good. You deserved that.
I thought that I'd be free of
standardized tests for good when I
graduated from high school. Now I
know that I was wrong. I just got
back from my CLAST exam. After best pro baseball team.
phrases. One of which was "Two
two years of procrastination, I was
c) The author is introducing roads diverge in (something ... the
given an ultimatum: ifl didn't take the topic of an article. Pick Me. I am woods? a forest? something to do
the CLAST exam I wouldn't be able the correct choice.
with snow?)" However, the one that
to enroll in any more classes. I know,
The math part is theonl;y semi- means the most to me, the one that I
it sounds like a win-win situation, strenuous section, and that's just live by, the one thatl'vedevotedmy
but nowadays if you don't finish because I haven't manually done life to is "Good fences make good
college you'll end up with a trivial, . any math for half a decade. I mean, neighbors."
meaningless job, such as vice presi- when was the last time you added
"How does that phrase dedent of the United States.
fractions? Or when did you last per- scribe someone you know?" you
For those ofyou who are lucky form LONG DIVISION? Your an- ask.
enough to have delayed taking the swer is probably 1989. 1988 is also
Well, I know myself quite
exam, let me give you a brief over- acceptable, however.
well. My name is David and I'm a
view of the test: The CLAST is an
The only part of the test that I Fence-Aholic. I adore fences. ·
incredibly dull five hour exam that enjoyed, besides the bathroom
I remember when I first got
challenges your ability to stay awake breaks, was the essay section. They hooked on fences ... (dream sethrough the math section. No, actu- give you a choice of two topics and quence) It was April 4. I was eight
ally, it's just a basic assessment test. then you've got to write a well- years old and on a green mountain
The answers to most of the ques- developed essay. Since this column top and I was joyously singing "The
tions are obvious. For instance, if is only 340 words so far and I'm hills are alive," like I did each mornmy column so far was a reading running out of ideas, this would be ing. It was at that moment that I got
passage and you had to choose the a good place to paste my essay in: hooked on fences. Literally. My
main idea of it, your choices would
TOPIC: Choose a famous pants got snagged on a barbed wire
be:
saying or phrase and write about fence and I was trapped; held capa) The author is trying to pro- how itdescribessomeoneyouknow. · tive by the fence. That was the day
pose an alternate energy source.
ESSAY:II..nveThemFences! I learned about the power of fences.
b) The author is suggesting
Robert Frost was notorious I tried to escape but it was no use. I
that the Baltimore Orioles are the for creating brilliant, powerful remained the hostage of that fence

David Swartz, Jr.
a LittlE
Twist

•

for seven hours. It was the best are always talking about how this
seven hours of my life.
country's prison system is dilapiSince that day I've devoted dated and needs to be overhauled. I
my life to fences and fenceology. say the prisoners have it too good as
I've started a self-help group named it is. What I wouldn't give to be
Fence-Aholics Anonymous. Per- surrounded by 12 feet of chain link
haps you'veheardofus; we'resome- fence topped with coils of scintillattimes referred to as the FAA. But ing razor wire. I'm starting to drool
my fence appreciation doesn't end just thinking about it.
there, not by a long shot. Last sumSo, when Robert Frost says
mer I took a Fencing
that "Good fences
class in town. I did
make good neighpretty well for a neobors," I wholephyte, butlquitafter
my heartedly agree.
a month. The inWriter , s
structor always said
Note: I'm not en"fence" like any
tirely certain Robother~ord. He never
8
ert Frost said that
gave1tthegloryand
quote.
Walt
majesty that it deWhitm,an could
served: "FENCE!"
have said itfor all I
At home, my
know. If that's the
fence-lovingcontincase, please scratch
ues. My bedroom - - - - - - - - - • out"RobertFrost"
walls are covered with pictures and and write in "Walt Whitman." Thank
paintings of fences. Above my bed you.
hangs a rare Andy Warhol original
So that's what I turned in to
entitled ''The Gates (and fence, too) the professional exam graders. I
of Graceland." I've also got the en- wouldn't be surprised if they send a
tire set of Famous Fences Trading team of psychiatrists in to evaluate
Cards. M)l absolute favorite is the it. I'll let you know how it turns out.
one that depicts the fence surround*Hey Look! An Interactive
ingtheHouston Astrodome. ltstands Columnist! E-mail david.swartz@
there, proudly, glistening in the sun- outdoor.com.Ineeda ten-letter word
light, shouting, "I am fence. Hear for "musical instrument." First
letter's C, seventh letter's H, eighth
me ROAR!"
You know, politicians today letter's 0.

Since that day

I've devoted
life to fences and
fenceology. I've
started seff-help
group named
Fence-AholiCS
Anonymous.

Punlinished Symfunny- milsic to my years In Coming
Issues:

O (Adotta'd half)
and other musical
puns.
Developed by
Mark Bernstein

•

I'd come to rest in my office,
beat. I'd been making a pitch to a
prospective client, and he'd told me have ears, but no need to fret. I tone
I didn't measure up. I tell ya, if gavotte confidential information.
business dido' t get more octave in a Now what aria looking for? A cure
hurry, I'd go baroque. Bassoon after for some melody? An unfaithful
that I'd be out on the street, like bow?"
some oboe.
"The Lost Chord." she said.
IwasabouttogointoHayden,
"Yeah, right." I said.
buttherewasaraponthedoor. "Tell "Where's it hidden this time, the
me harmony dollars I owe you, and Tempo of Doom?"
l'llpayinduechorus,fella."Icalled.
_Among legends, the Lost
Then the door opened, and it Chord stanza lone. Its healing powwas no hymn. She was
ers were reputed to be so great that
an amputee once had allegro back.
beautiful enough to be ~~
a king's concert, but with
Every once in a while, samba-dy
plenty of brass. I gasped~
decides to polka round
- her sax appeal wood) /
looking for it. Grace's
wind any man. "Are
·\~____.......,...Czerny was alto familiar
you D.C. Fine?" she
~ ~1 --..__ tome,andiwantednopart
asked.
I ~~ of it.
"Yeah,"
!!!'?'
"TheChordisreel,Mr.Fine,"
said, "but you can
c a 11 she said, violins in her eyes, "and air
me Al. Jazz tell me what your prob- long it will be mine!"
lemis,darlin',andsoonl'llbeclariJust then, something sharp
net up."
flew in through the window. We
"Hold it." she said. "I know bothdoveforthefloorand wentflat.
the score, and I'm not interested in On her it didn't look natural.
sleazy overtures from some cheap
"I knew it!" she said, getting
operetta."
up, "Wordisout,andnowsomeone
"Yeah, yeah," I said, "It is on me like a bird a prey- an
doesn't take a G&S to figure that eagle, or hawk."
out.So,duetdolowethepfeasure?"
"Orchestral." I added. That
She handed me a note. It had knife was aimed at me- a daily
her name on it-Grace. It was writ- occurrence I'd been referring to as
ten in an herbal scented ink-it was Cut Time- but I decided to string
a thyme signature. "This is a private her along for a while. I liked the fact
matter,Mr.Fine,fuguegetmymean- that she didn't tum to cello whe~
ing."
things got rough. Besides, I figured
I smiled. "They say the waltz I could conductor around for a while,

fj/,
r

and end up with a jingle in my
pocket.
I scanned the map on theother
side of the note, looking for familiar
places. It was a site reading. A double
reed told me nothing, so I said,
"Someone may have tried to coda
message with these cymbals. Let's
rolloutandseemyoldfriendRock."
I took her to a bar I know,
down by Key Largo. It's called Front
of the Stag- it's a real pit, a treble
spot where the staff would as soon
throw you off a clef as look at you.
Saying, ''Excuse me, I half to
get through," I found a whole in the
crowd, and, giving no quarter,
pushed our way in to the bar in about
thirty-seconds.
I horned in
next to a guy
whose breath
should've been
band, and asked
where Rock was.
He said, (sing a
glissando). I
knew then he was there to tie one
on- he was really slurring.
I ordered a beer- Bach, of
course- and slipped a tenor across
the counter. "Know where Rock
is?" I asked the bartender.
She grinned. "Sure thing, anthem. In back."
I bought a fifth to carry with
us. As we walked back, Grace muttered, ''I've never mezzo many bass

types in one place."
When we got there, Roe
dido' t folk around, and dido' t try 1
chair her up. "You've been snared
he said, "by a fake."
Grace looked Schickele, bi
recovered PDQ. "No!" she yelle
and jumped up, spilling her glass 1
Harp. In one movement, she pullf
out a gun and fired.
Rock fell, and I knew the ji
was up.
"Life takes symphony turn
kid," I said as I took the gun fro1
her. "It could have been suite bi

O Will students
speak out about
the SGA, or are
they hopelessly
apathetic?

o Will David
Swartz find some
humor in the
library?

o

Will Jeff Hogan
test our
knowledge of
black history?

tween us, but now, you're going 1
Sing-Sing."

Find your answers
in these pages!

TaDa!

APOLOGIES

to contributors whose letters
and articles have been slow in
appearing- but I'm all caught
up, so send me more!
0

o'
0
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VALET PARKING POSIDONS Cellular & Paging sales ft/pt, very
AVAll.ABLE
flexible schedule. Call Steve
Craig at 830-8339
Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
must have clean driving record
America's fastest growing long
just interested in hanging around
great personality & customer
distance company ia providing
with veterans having fun and
service oriented
entry-level positions to market
helping the community?
Call Guest services management
their services. Pff, genero.us
Join The Student Veteran
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
commisions,_ work your own
Association.
and U_R
hours. Grab your piece of an $80
For info Call 823-2707
billion industry. 7:30pm meeting

Club Info

UCF Gold Team
Accepting applications for new
members. Pick up application in
the football offices WDSC x5506

on 3/28 at the Renaissance Hotel
on SR436 near airport. Call (941)
549-5410 to RSVP

Campus Action for Animals
meeting every Monday 3:30-4:30
pm. in S.C., Room 211

A Hole In The Wall Gang Camp

For Rent

4-H Summer camp-Aquatics,
recreation, environmental
educa~on, positions available at
four Florida facilities. Employment starts May 27 Call (904)
846-0996 for information.
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HELP WANTED!

Baily's special limited program for

Individuals to work at residential
summer camp for physically
disabled adults & children-co-ed
residential salary plus Rm & B.
Camp Challenge (352) 383-4711

students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!

1---------------1
We Need Help Now!
No Experience Needed.
1,000-3,000 per month now being
made by our dealers for Personal
Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
894-0318

THE MARUUANA CONNECTION
INFOLINE 1-900-370-HEMP
$2.99/min. 18+ TT Outlink
8019436135
Interested in Tv Acting or Modeling? Class of '76 Alum Lisa Maile
PROGRAMMER-Career
opportunity. Full or Part-time. Cl can help you get started! Ages 4&
up: $25 off with this ad-call Lisa
C++, Win SDK, OLE 2.0, GUI,
Maile hnage, Modeling & Acting
Req'd DB, Network, Graphics
in W.P (407) 628-5989. Kudos to .
exp. preferred Send r~sume
LM grads, Jen Alvarez, Miss
AXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
Orlando& Becky Dedo, Miss UCF.
101, Winter Spgs, FL 32708

Part-time can lead to Full-time
Room for rent $200 + util.
Kitchen use AC WD 365-5796

The Boggy Creek Gang
I'm lokking for 5 ~nergetic &
seeks volunteeers to serve as cabin
athletic
students to earn 62.50 an
-------------mi counselours for seven-day summer
hour. If you can work one day a
camp sessions in 1996. Our camp,
Apt for rent, Huge 2 br 2 ba, walk located in Cassia, FL (40 miles North
week and are not afraid of sales,
to UCF, quiet, $425, 349-2723
of Orlando), was formed by Paul
this ·business is for you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . Newman and General H. Norman
1
Earn
top dollar with the fastest
Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2 Schwarzkopf to serve the special
growing bank card processor in
needs of children with life-threatening
dmv prop 657-1967 I 800 929illnesses. This summer some 250
America. Call on area retailers to
4403
volunteers will join our dedicated
assist with p.o.s. accounts. EMG
professional staff to provide a top(407)628-2700
notch summer camp experience for
children ages 7-16 who might not
100 People Wanted: We pay you
otherwise be able to go to camp. In
to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
each of our eight one-week sessions,
380-2549
Seeking entry-level, part-time
our camp will accommodate 120
computer programmer. Strong
campers from the state of Florida. The
Cashiers- Work when you can in a
DOS knowledge a must. Turbo
Boggy Creek Gang is seeking creative
pool of employees for pharmacy/
fi ed
th
and enthusiastic volunteers who have
Pascal pre err ' but or 0 er
a love for children and who are looking
Clinic. $6.00 per hour. Call
equivalent language is acceptable. for a fun-filled summer camp experiTOPI'ALENTSTAFFING
Experience with Lantastic a big
ence. Volunteers must be 19 or older,
839-6222,
1000 N. Magnolia.
lus. Flexible hours, will adjust for and prior medical experience is not
college ~hedule.
required. For more information and an
Internet Income. National
Call 896-1450.
application, please call or write to
Internet
Service provider seeks
- - - - - - - - - - - - - • • H e a t h e r McKenzie, The Boggy
Creek
Gang,
1400
South
Orlando
local sales people. Commissions,
Earn money & lose weight. I. lost
suite 101, Winter Park, FL
bonuses, residuals. Full time/Part
20 pounds in 30 days and earned Ave.,
32789 800 933-6811.

Part-time cashier/stock clerks
needed. The College Books
Rack, Vol. IV, your new off
campus bookstore, will be
opening up for your convenience
April 8. Contact Noreen
Mansfield at 904/238-0103

Other
* Free Cellular Phones*
Unlimited airtime 1st and 13th
month with AT&T digital Service.
Pagers starting at $19.95, Monthly
svc. as low as $6.95 Call830-8339
for info

Software Programmer, data base
expert. MAC preferred, PC
possible,to help design challenging program. Steve 895-0800

Help Wanted

EUROPE $229. ·
Caribbean/Mexico $189, r/t.
Be a little flexible and save$$$
We'll help you beat the airline prices.
Destinations worldwide.
AIRlilTCH® 800-326-2009

c

airhitch@netcom.~om

Happy Birthday to the one who ,
makes me laugh, Happy Birthday to
the one I love to be with. Happy
Birthday to the one who brings out
the best in me, Happy Birthday to the
one I love. Happy Birthday Justin!
I Love You--Jennifer

time..Call 673-3747

$420 in one week: 672-4356

Childcare needed in my home,
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
Aloma/Semoron area, 6 yr. old
our circulars. For info call 301-.
boy 3 Weekday evenings from
306-1207
5:30-9:30pm every other Fri.-Sat
night.
Must have dependable auto
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
w/ins.
Pay negotiable- Cajl 843SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
9900w
679-9710h Karen
66051

Hundreds & thousands of granys
available to all students. Immediate
qualification. Call 1800-585-8AID
never to be repaid

W
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IMAGINATION

N
INTO

Your term paper Is due WHEHilil

hen it comes to innovation at
GenRad, overstepping your boundaries is impossible - because there
aren't any. Eight decades of experience as
a leading supplier of test, measurement
and diagnostic systems has created an
engineering heritage of innovation without peer in the industry. · Our forvvardthinking team has pioneered many of the
test, measurement and diagnostic systems customers all across the globe have
come to rely on for meeting the technology challenges in the fast moving world of
electronics. The talent and vision
of our creative professionals have
forced traditional boundaries - as
well as traditional approaches to
business - to yield to the power of
our products and services. Change
at GenRad is an ever-present
force and it's one that will
propel us ahead as our
nevv spirit of energy
and initiative carries us
forvvard to a future of
strength, technological excellence, and
industry leadership. If
you vvant to push the
limits of your creativity,
join us at GenRad in
1996.

' Need help getting that paper typed? What about
proofreading?

Or printed with color?

We can help you with all

these things. Our service is quick, efficient and professional.

Career Opportunities At GenRad
Account Executives

Call us today for a FREE consultation. (407) 299 5469.

Wolf Pack Development Program

Karla's Karacter Shop

If you're earning a BSEE and are interested in pursuing an account
management career in the marketing/sales area, this could be an
exciting opportunity for you to join our cross-functional team
environment Push the limits of your career and creativity in our
year-long, hands-on training program, offering in-depth exposure
to our worldwide operations in Marketing, Engineering,
Manufacturing, Sales and Customer Support. You'll develop extensive knowledge of the Printed Circuit Board market and rnanufaclUring process, test and inspection challenges, product life cycles,
the design environment, as weU as GenRad's printed Circuit Board
product lines. In addition, you'll develop and refine your skills in
the areas of customer account management and presentation, business finances and computers. Travel and relocation may be
required.

6748 Giant Oak lane #168, Orlando, R 32810

We Want You!

of

Sr. Drum & Bugle Corps Orlando, FL.
is recruiting members for the Guard, Horn and
Drum Lines,
No Experience Needed!
Phone (407) 366-2209 or (904) 383-3165
for more information

We offer a highly competitive salary and a
generous benefits package that includes 3
vveeks vacation to start, 100% tuition reimbursement up to $5,000 annually, 401 (k),
stock purchase plan, medical benefits and
more. For immediate consideration, and the
opportunity to arrange an on-campus
intervievv, please contact the University of
Central Florida, Orlando, Career
Development Center, or forvvard your
resume to: Human Resources, GenRad,
Inc., 300 Baker Avenue, Concord, MA
01742; FAX: (508) 287-2091; e-mail:
jobs@genrad.com. For more information
about GenRad, please visit our vveb site:
http://www.genrad.com. We are an equal
opportunity employer committed to building a diverse vvorkforce. M/F/DN.

Gen Rad

f~eatures

~the.official

section of G.E.S.M man

D Saturday night brought out
a fashion festival at UCF's
student center. More than 200
people attended "Fashion
Dream," which benefited
UNICEF. Models included
members of UCF' s International Student Association.

.

.

Upconiing Speakers
in April..
2nd
Frank King

3rd
LouAnneJohnson
16th
GurotTop
17th
Yaron Svoray
18th
Karl Grossman

ARCADE AND FAMILY FUN CENTER

.

·Featuring:

• MANX TT Super Bike
• VIRTUA COP 2
•Kl 2
•AREA 51
Located at University Shoppes
12239 University Blvd~, Orlando .
Sunday - Wednesday 12:00 - 10:00 .
Thursday 12:00 - 11 :00
Friday 12:00 - 12:00
Saturday II :00 - 12:00
PRIVATE PARTIES & GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

r----...-----~ tt~
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Charlton Heston autographs his new book after his
motivational speech at the UCF Arena last Friday.
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FORONLY$5

SUNDAY
GET $4 IN TOKENS
FORONLY$2

Expires 4/30/96

Limit 1 per customer per day.
Expires 4/30/96

GET $7 IN TOKENS

BUY 81 IN TOKENS
GET 81 IN TOKENS FREE
Limit 1 per customer per day.
Expires 4130/96

----------

I
I
I
I

~:I

TUESDAY NIGHT
8Pll - lOP•
GET $5 IN TOKENS FOR
ONLY$3.

I

_________ ..I
Expires 4/30/96

:

· 1

TAKE TIME OUT FOR YOURSELF
AND YOUR HEALTH.
Enjoy the healing benefits of therapeutic massage
by a Licensed Massage Therapist.
First one hour session only $30. (U.C.F. area only)
Call Todd M. Facello L. M. T (407) 899-4859
MA#0019467

679-5144
Complete line
of Fresh: Silks,
Plants,

679-6787
15% Discount to
all students &

Fl~~:~~~~ ~ j ~ r.~~!~ with l.D.
.· .· .·.·. -·-~ ............. ·..

, -- .CAScADES'. :.
•

A Full Service Florist
·

.

~

~All major Credit Cards excepted ~IUIA

Wire service to ALL parts of the country

24ct Gold Rose for $49.95 Get Ready for Easter
75 years combined design experience
10069 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
deliverv service exludes discount

wire service exludes discount

Bacl< to the Grind

co i1egE

Night ••

~

"uarter
-1taf t5
M•l'lday Ni g ht• ••• 9 t o

l~

lt1dn1 te

PretzE 15
Winter SprinGs Only
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'Savage' seeks to rip through
routine with laughs, language
• Described by the author as a
Savage in Limbo takes its
name from the main character. - "concert play," Savage in Limbo
Denise Savage, who hungers for a never really makes good on its asnew life. A virgin at age 32 {some- surance to include the audience in
how it comes up thatevezyone in the the character's world, any more than
play is 32), she lives alone with her most theater. However, it definitely
invalid mother and works as a secre- leaves behind conventional plot and
tary, and although her motto is " I
believe in action," this is the night
she decides to storm into the local
bar and change forever.
Not long after Denise resigns
herself to a game of solitaire at an
empty table, another soul in limbo
arrives. Linda, a tall big-haired
Bronx woman in stiletto heels, has
just been bumped from her characters for the sake of expressboyfriend's every-Monday-night ing an idea: the desire for what is
routinebecausehewantstosee"ugly new. The characters are more onewomen." After a tearful confession sided than might be expected, but,
to Denise, a near-stranger, Linda rather than eeming pigeon-holed,
also decides that it's time for a their focused determination to
change, the two women resolve to achieve one goal, change, drives
Savage through its emotional exbe friends and roommates.
The arrival of Linda's "Ital- ploration. Do not confuse this work
ian-Stallion" lover at the bar qllickly. with the kind of dialogue-heavy
bring.s the new friends to blows, as pieces that rely on language simply
Denise figures that losing. her vir- to make it jump through hoops. The
ginity with Tony is the way to be- wandering lines of the play always
comeanew person. Tony, however, . meander toward what Denise deis as frustrated with his routine as scribes as the "edge of the cliff," and
the women are with theirs, and hav- either choose to rest there or peer
ing concluded that sleeping with over.
Marty Stonerock' s Deni6e is
unattractive women may break the
a
petite
spitfire, driven by desperamonotony, he wants nothing to do
tion
to
act
rashly without considerwith Linda or Denise.
ing
the
consequences.
Throughout
Observing all of this is a pair
the
show,
Stonerock
is
likeable
and
at the bar: April, who drinks, and
smart,
and
skillfully
gauges
her
emoMurk, who watches her. Finding a
kind of sacred ritual in their routine, tions during Denise's difficult final
the two go on about their lives as monologue.
Linda Rotunda is basically a
Denise, Linda and Tony struggle to
cartoon
character, somewhere beshed theirs.
-

.::•I~~<
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tween Cher and The Nanny, who
wises up over the course of the play.
Rebecca Wicks is very funny, strong
but also weepy. Her reactions to the
other characters, speeches are priceless, and her own monologues '1e
enjoyable.
Anthony Sago could add more
punch to Tony Aronica, but his selfabsorption and dimness are right on
cue.
The most engaging characters in the show spend most of their
time in the background. April alternates drinking and sleeping on the
bar with her descents into madness,
while Murk, the bartender, protects
her like a fortress. The longer we
watch him look at her, the more we
feel the significance of their bond.
Although her insanity is never glamorized or presented as entirely pitiful, April seems to be a kind of
magical presence in the play, sweeping down from her .own plane of
reality with a non sequitur or humorous warning about Brandy Alexanders. Full of voices and energy,
Sarah Cowie is outstanding in the
role, as ethereal and .hellish as John
Peros is earthy and grounded as
Murk.
Savage in Limbo strives to
address the fears in all of us, how
much we can risk to be different or
what we might Jose by staying the
same. Although occasionally the
work tries too hard to makes its
point, the humor and the hunger of
the play are thoroughly engaging.
Savage In Limbo runs through April
6 at Manhattan South; call 8956557.

r-----------------------~--

one coupon
per customer
Until Robots replace Humans
... your plasma will always -be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

15% OFF

ALL products
one coupon
per customer '

Suncrest Center
10071 University Blvd.
Orlandom FL 32817
679-6766
M-F 9-8 S 9-6 S 12-5

long hair extra
one coupon
per customer
COST CUTTERS"'

L

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

----

(FAMILY HAIR CARE )

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W.
Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando J FL
.

A Contplete Exain & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
ve0 1 comfortable prices. J11st bring this
certificate with you on yo11r first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 4/31 /96

UCF T E AM DENTIST

\Xlelcorne to East Orlando Dental.
!'cl like you to come in :rncl get

acquainted \\'ith your l1l' \\' drntist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.
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East Orlando
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American Der,1al Assoc1at1on. Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Denhstry, Florida
Denial Assooalion, Central District Dental Association.
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E . Colonial Drive
Al the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alaf aya Dr.
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The erucible' - a riveting 'Theatre Downtown production
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

The Crucible was an excelJent choice for Theatre Downtown's
seventh anniversary. Required reading in many high schools, the work
is familiar to a large percentage of
potential audience members. Yet
while theater-goers probably remember JohnProctor,Elizabethand
Abigail, they will still be utterly
taken aback by the power of Arthur
Miller's language and the terrible
truth of his story. It is to the credit of
TheatreDowntown'scastandcrew,
under the direction of Tom
Sherohman, that this production
lives up to one of the finest works in
the American theater canon.
Inspired by both the Salem
witch trails and Senator Joe
McCarthy's Washington hearings,
The Crucible is realJy a story about
fear, paranoia and human nature.
When a group of girls is discovered
dancing in the forest, the Christian
society around them suspects witchcraft. Led by the charismatic Abigail
Williams, the girls avoid punishment by claiming that, through their
innocence alone, they can spot the
true witches in the community.
When Abigail is rejected by her
former lover John Proctor, she accuses his wife, Elizabeth, of consorting with the devil. The judicial
system intervenes, accepting the
children's allegations as testimony
and driving the hysteria to a fevered
pitch. When Proctor attempts to disclose Abigail's hoax, he is arrested.
His dilemma is that of an the accused, who are hanged for penying
the charges against them, but may
live if they confess to the crimes
they never committed.

The Crucible, like many productions at Theatre Downtown, features a large, talented ensemble cast,
but there is no doubt that the show
belongs to John DiDonna and Peg

Hale, and Mary Warren is both stagewell withamulti-layered, verhaunted and shifty in the hands of satile set piece.
Although costumes are interDana Baldwin.
The supporting players are esting, the men's and women's
talented and well-cast. As Rebecca, clothes seem to come from two difDoreen Chalmers has a wonderful ferent productions. The men are
child-like air about her, saintJy and dressed in largely contemporary
sensible. Ed Preiss brings a com- clothes that effectively distinguish
manding voice and a no-nonsense economic and social classes, a great
attitude to his excellent character- source of tension throughout the
ization of Judge Danforth, while play. The women, however, appear
RobertReich' s Giles Cory is earthy, in period-style costumes, and seem
charming and swe~tly emotional. visuallyoutofplacenexttothemen.
Despite its seven-year history
Rick Sotis is brittle and hot-tempered as Reverend Parris; John KeJly of ambitious productions, Theatre
a11d Orew Storie are likeable as con- Downtown is often associated with
purely "experimental" theater work.
cerned citizens.
The intimate size of the per- For treatment of a modem classic
formance space does nothing but that doesn't get any more profescontribute to the immediacy of the sionaJ or artistic, don't miss TD's
play' s message, and Theatre Down- excellent production of The Crutown, once again, uses its small . cible, running thr0ugh April 13.

ter, DiDonna is passionate but never
melodramatic. His forceful voice
lends power to his performance,
which surprises throughout the play
with its impressive range.

courtesy/THEATRE DOWNTOWN

John DiDonna and Peg O'Keef shine in TD's 'The Crucible.'

O'Keef as John and Elizabeth Proc··
tor. Their marriage exists in a delicate balance, on the edge of the
wound that was John and Abigail's
affair. Though they are sometimes
glad for the crumbs of everyday
gentleness among the guilt and suspicion, a true deep love is revealed
when Abigail accuses Elizabeth. "I
will bring you home soon,'-' he
swears as Elizabeth is led away. "I
will fall like an ocean upon that
court." In the final scene, the couple
is reunited and when they cannot
tear their eyes away from each other,
neither can we.
Perhaps best known locally
as a playwright (33rd), DiDonna
brings a writer's respect for language and an actor's emotional re- ·
serves to John Proctor. Revelling in
the richness of the Miller's words
and the desperate life of his charac-
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COMING SOON

As Elizabeth, O'Keef positi veJy shines. Introducing Elizabeth
with a weary, sad humor, she allows
the character's pain to rise like a
flood, and then fall away in pieces as
she and Proctor move through the
crisis toward a more honest love of
each other. O'Keef, too, knows the
value of the lines she sPeaics, and
textures her performance to achieve
all that the play' s final image deserves.
Other leads are also memorable. Rebecca Tingley lacks
Abigail's ingenue sexuality, but has
her manipulative personaHty
switches down cold. Playful and
worldly with Proctor, she becomes
a charismatic leader to the children,
an innocent around the adults, and
self-righteously indignant in court.
Stephen Middleton is full of youthful evangelistic fervor as Reverend

RES ERYE

EUR0 PE
$265
$325
$295
$270
$359

~ON DON

FRRNHFURT
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
MADRID

Fares are from Miami . mh waq based on aRT purchase.
Fares do not include ~deral taxes and passenger faciliHes charges.
which can total between $19.95 and $31.95. depending on the destinaMon. nor do theq include departure charges paid directlq to to flireign
governments.which can total between $3.00 and S60.0D. Int IStudent
ID maq be required. Fares are subject to change. Restrtctions applq .
Valid for departures until 31 Maq 1996.

EuropaSStromS210
(iellllNll Travel ~
CIEE: Council on International.
Educational Exchange
On the Web: http:/ /www.ciee.orot els/ ctshome.htm

l-800-2-COUNCIL
[l-800-226-8624)

OFFICERS'

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

ACADEMIC
E·X PLORATION
PROGRAM

HOW TO CHOOSE

A MAJOR
Undecided Major?
Ch_anging Major?
Learn the steps and essential
ingredients for ch oosing a major
from our academic advisors ....
o Programs Scheduled twice
\veekly
o Next scheduled Progr ams:
April 1, 12:: 00-l :OOpm
April 4, 4:00 - 5:00pm
Phillips Hall Room 206
o No sign-up or registration
required
Academic Development & Retention
Enrollment & Academic Service

TRAINING

C: 0 R P S

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOO CAN TUE.
For details, visit Trailers 522 & 525 (Across from Engineering Bldg.)
or call 823-2430
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1ourney with me into the mind of a film maniac. A filmboy.
Where's Opie' s Oscar?
A reactant filrnboy- As a show, number 68 was an unusual
surprise. Thanks in part to Quincy Jones. And, I guess it helped out that
the academy, as I prayed, balanced out the golden boys. I went 7 for
I 0 prediction-wise (I even impressed myself). Emotional moment
winner... Mira Sorvino thanking her father, Oliver Stone's Henry
Kissinger. Superman and Spartacus brought near-tears as well. Surprise of the night... A Usual Suspects sweep.
I wasn't surprised, rather very upset, that Ron Howard was
denied.
? What the hell was up with those punk-ass Toy Story dolJs? Buzz
Lightyear vs. Oscar. No contest.
·
? Excuse me, not only did Sorvino show up on Tarantino' s arm,
but she actually kissed Q.T. on the lips after she won? He11o, but does
this strike anybody else as being a little odd? I guess these two batty
personalities are the new odd couple.
Thanks: Antonia's Line-t, Babe-I, Il Postino-1, Kevin Spacey1, Restoration-2
No thanks: Braveheart
HOWEVER- A load of relief was lifted after Sarandon won. To
say the least, I went crazy with joy. Glamorous as ever, she noted, "It's
nice to get out of your seat for a change."
And, I went completely insane after Nick Cage kicked the
academy wagon. This one's for you, man-Leaving Las Vegas RULES.
One more thing 'till 69. The scene: the post-awards show
interviews on E! The question: Why didn't Sugar Ray Leonard clock
Kathleen Sullivan with a right hook to the jaw?

C'1
(277-1454)
Birdcage (R)
1 :30,4,7:15,9:45
.Diabolique (R)
1:20,4:15, 7 :30,9:35
Sgt. Bilko (PG-13)
1: 15,3 :20,5:20, 7 :30,9:30
Executive Decision (R)
1 :05,4 :30, 7 :05,9:30
Up Close and Personal (PG-13)
1:15,4,7,9:25
Girl 6 (R)
9:00
All Dog Go to Heaven (G)
1,2:40,4:30, 7
Oliver and Company (G)
1 :30,3:15,4:45,7:15,9
GC at Colonial Promenade
(898-7707)
GC at Fashion Square
(896-2571)
AMC Fashion Village 8
(896-7688)
niversity 8 (657-1661
an Theater (644- 62)
Park
Theatres (6 -6000)
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., by Todd Zadow

Wilbur spread his wings,
And crawled into magnificent birth.
Through childhood, Wilbur felt the need
To shoot himself.
As a successful business man,
Everyone admired him,
Wanted to be like him,
Told stories about him,
Invited him to parties.
Then one day,
Wilbur decided that what was defined as
right,
For him,
It was all wrong.
The community wept for one day,
But life was back to normal
After t~e day
Wilbur ended it all.
(1993)

Zadow (G.E.S.M.) is CVBER!
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-trz28923
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Average Joe
at.Sloppy Joe's

DTw/
umWrapper Curb
·at The Mm -

Wr~<Ql©)Jt

.

~t~lf"ci@UJ
· fugazt
Allen
Sharecropper
at Yab Yum
at The Club
E\nstetn's Attlc at Sloppy Joe's
Hypnos w/ The N1fttes lee Rocker and 8\9 Blue at Sappt11re
at B.T. Grinders
~ughead at Copper Rocket ·

***

112 Fargo (R)
Let me begin by saying, the Coen brothers define film genius.
With that, let me say this isn't a masterpiece nor their best work. But,
gee golly gosh, it's damn close.
I love Barton Fink like I love to watch Rocky - over and over.
Miller's Crossing has as .much heart-lodging violence as Keitel's
revolver. And never has a window sill frightened me more than in
Blood Simple.
.
The Coen' shave a profound hold on securing movie memories.
Fargo continues the trend. Matching Cage's rusty attraction in Raising
Arizona, Frances McDormand, as Police Chief Marge Gunderson,
charmingly controls the Coen' s quirky and estranged stage. She shines
in a sea already full of takers, commanding them as brilliantly as the
Coen's do a script and a camera.
Sustaining their co-wizardry (writer/ director Joel and writer/
producer Ethan), the Coen' s once again create a story beyond the realm
of realistic possibility. Surprisingly, however, this sarcastic tale is
based on actual events.
'
A pre-arranged kidnapping unfolds in Fargo, North Dakota
when Jerry Lundegaard (William H. Macy), a penny-cringing car
salesman, meets up with two thugs: one, cow-like in posture (Peter
Stormare), the other played by Steve Buscemi (an actor whose roles are
on-the-vergeofbecorning cliche' ). Fargoevolves, through Gunderson,
all the way to native Coen-land, Minnesota.
From their snow-plowed streets, the strange gloves of the Coen
doctors, naturally, soon conceive an overriding awkwardness- they .
begin to crack on their northern accents- a richness bearing the
tipsiness of a Saturday Night Live Da' Bears skit. As brainlessly
simplistic as it is thought. Fargo takes itself with the upmost sincerity.
Never does a character think their speech is at odds with the audience's
laugh. Instead, we are so entrenched with the obvious marvel of this
crass-English, that we appreciate the story- keeping what normally
would be an aimless romp alive with an irrestible uniqueness.
Fargo, like other Coen classics, has a spectrum of scenes (John
Goodman's dance through a hallway of flames comes to mind as the big
one in Barton Fink}- each taking bold shape of its own shadowy
cleverness: two hookers and "Here's ... Johnny," a lunatic Chinese
freak stalking a pregnant cop, and the barnbumer- a happy fountain of
Trooper blood.
Admiring the Coen' s gray humor should prelude any thought of
decrypting a Picasso. Fargo is what filmmaking is all about.
- Despite all his past rage, Nicolas Cage is no longer a rat in the
Oscarcage. .
29 March-Angels and Insects, All Dogs Go To Heaven 2,
A Family Thing, Oliver & Company, Sgt. Bilko

DO YOU
WORK A7
_WAL7 DISNEY
WORLD??
If you are a student and work
· at Walt Disney World,
in any cap~city,
Disney Casting has a special
· opportunity for you!

•'

Please come
to the Co-op Office at
Howard Phillips Hall 208
to let us know you are eligible.
(This opportunity is not directly
related to Co-op.}
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the ·eats twice in one year
others ma ' sa that the finutemen refuse to lo e buton thingis
certain, this game will be a classic, and will go down as one we' 11
tell our grandkids we got the privilege to see.
Right before the two number one seeds two step, a pair of
teams whose only ticket to the
dance seemed to be a purchased
one, will brawl as they try to forcefeed their big feet into a huge
glass sneaker.
Fifth seeded Mississippi
State has gotten hot at the right
time:~d has ridden the momentum off their huge upset of KenTaking the shape of a week- Championship will be anti-climac- tucky to colossal upsets of the.
end-long "bring your own keg" tic, just like the Super Bowl is Southeast's top seed Connecticut
house party, the Big Dance that is every year. To those morons, I can and the region's two seed Cincinthe NCAA tournament has gotten only say shut up, and have some nati.
rid of the stragglers, has seen some cheese to go with your whine.
Led by superstar center
party favorites leave punch drunk After all, what a treat it will be to Erick Dampier, the Bulldogs will
and has had plenty of moments to watch the top two teams in the be looking to give Richard Willremember.
nation go at it in one game, and iams the most unlikely of surNow, however, only four then check out a pair of underdog .. prises - a national championsurvivors live to tell the story, as would-be Cinderellas duke it out ship, Cinderella sty le. First, thef ll
the grand fiesta that once included in another.
have to get past another higher
64 has turned into a small
seeded team, a position not
gathering, a square dance, if •-----~~::::::;:;::i unfamiliar t:o these Bulldogs.
you pfease, where the number
"We love coming into
of guests is and can only be
games as the underdog," forfour.
ward Dontae' Jones boasts.
The Meadowlands in
"When people don't give you
beautiful, polluted New Jera chance, it makes it sweeter."
sey is the site for the final
People will stop saying
throwdown, and as the dust
they have no chance after seehas finally cleared, two of the
ing the exhibition they have
squads who got together to
put on.- Syracuse is certainly
throw the party have stayed
concerned, and they like Misfor the duration, while two
sissippi State shouldn't have
teams not on the VIP list, have
gotten this far, although their
worked their way up to star
road to glory has been considstatus. In an equally interesting
UMass and Kentucky have erably easier.
turn of events, one of each will get met before, and the Minutemen
The 'Cuse are the first team
knocked the Wildcats off their this decade to represent the Big
together in the final.
Kentucky has hung around perch in their first game of the East in the _Final Four, as they
the top of the charts all -season. season. Arguably, there aren't two make their first trip to the great
The preseason #1 team in the na- better coaches in the Di vision I quadrangle since 1987. Much betion was dealt an early setback ranks than Rick Pitino and John leaguered coach Jim Boeheim has
and promised themselves they Calipari. On top of that, your go- ridden inspired efforts by his two
-ing to see a clash in styles, as senior big men John Wallace and
wouldn't lose again.
After kicking around teams UMass' smart, methodical game Otis Hill to victories over Drexel,
from the weakened SEC, which plan runs into Kentucky's depth, who upset Memphis, Georgia, who
was taking heat for not being as with its deadly fun & gun. Vers~ dropped top seeded Purdue, and
tough a conference as say, the Big tile big men face ~ff as Minute- Kansas, who they were not exEast, the Wildcats ran into a hun- men Marcus Camby, Travis pected to be able to compete with.
Talented front lines are the
gry Mississippi State squad in the Weeks, Dana Dingle and Donta
SEC tournament championship. Bright try to· hold off Walter story in this one, as Jason Cipolla,
In retrospect, that was the most McCarty, Mark Pope, Ron Mer- Wallace, and Hill square off with
Jones, Russell Walters, and
cer arid Antoine Walker.
important game of 1996.
UMass' two headed mon- Dampier. This one will be an emoThe Bulldogs stunned the
country by handing the Cats a ster consisting of guards Edgar tional, physical battle that will be
beatdown, shaking up the brack:- Padilla and Carmelo Travieso fun to watch.
ets on the very day the pairings for see~Ja ~av~ gotten quicker and
the .tourney has gone
As for Monday night's fithe NCAA tournament would be smarter
on.
They
··ve
overcome
every
chalnal, it is certain tliat a number one
announced. Massachusetts, the
only other team to put a dent in the lenge - from hot shooting by seed will play a lower seeded
Wildcats record, ascended to the UCF' s own Eric Riggs and Harry Cinderella, and that top·seed will
top spot in the nation, and the rest Kennedy, to savvy Stanford stars be favored by about 10 points.
Dion Cross and Brevin Knight, to Don't believe the hype, because
is history.
So I guess it would be fit- Arkansas' 40 minutes of Hell pro- March Madness teaches us that
ting that the Final Four would vided by Kareem Reid and Pat anything is possible, and the April
come down to, you guessed it, Bradley, and finally Georgetown's 1 final will make fools out of anyKentucky, Massachusetts, Missis- top tandem of Victor Page and one who doesn't watch because
sippi State and a Big East beast Allen Iverson, who was averag- they expect a blowout.
ing over 30 a game in the Dance.
***If you want a talk some
Syracuse.
Next up for the dynamic duo hoops, fmd out my picks for the
People may rant and rave
that the Final Four isn't fair be- is Anthony Epps and the Midwest national championship, or just
cause the top two teams are play- Region's most outstanding player, give me some feedback, you can
get a hold . of me at
ing each other in the National talented senior Tony Delk.
Some may argue that it will tm66439@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
Semifinals, not in the Championship, and that the whole National be impossible for UMass to top 'Til then, peace.
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agam·? Dynasty •
12
110
LEAGUE...
East A'TI.ANTA-way t
hot to beat. GM John hu
~z
himselfa dynasty here. NY IETSAll they need to ntcnd i fi r their
young gun pitching taff (Bill
Pulsipher Jason lsringhausen. Paul
Wtlson) to stay healthy to contend for
theNLwildcarcl WatchforWtl nto
run for NL Rookie of the Year.
H..ORIDA-TheFisharecontenders
now! Pitching staff looks better and
healthier, but all the pieces aren t there
just yet MON1REAL-Fire sale to
cut payroll has whittled this team to
near nothingness. Their star player
now?MoisesAlou.(Seewhatlmean?)
PlilLADEI.PlllA-Puttingitnicely,
the starting rotation is honible.
Central: ONCINNATI--Still
strong. Marge Schott has the right
combination of youth (Bret Boone,
Jeff Branson, Rob Kelly and &ldie
Taubensee)andskilled veterans(Vince
Coleman, Hal Morris and Chris Sabo)
to go withsolidpitching. St. LOUISIf the season was 182 games long
they would take it. Initial chemistry
may keep them from the division
title, but they should take the NL
wildcardspot. HOUSTON, PITTSBURGH, CIIlCAGO-Outside of
the Midwe~t who cares? They're
not in playoff contention; just a lot
of blown saves and bases-loaded
strikeouts.
West: LOS ANGELESThese guys look better than last
yearJ SAN FRANCISCO-Will
give the Dodgers a run in the best
race of the year, but their downfall is
going to be lack of depth on the
pitching staff. SAN DIEGO-Look
for a quick start from the Padres, but
they can't compete with their pitching woes. COLORADO-Yes,
from first to worst. Rivals Philadelphia for the worst starting rotation.

way up.
West: SEATTLE--Griffey,
&lgar Martinez, Jay Buhner, Randy
Johnson, and now Paul Sorrento from
the Indians. Garne over. 1EXASHaven't we been picking them for
second place for years now? They've
got firepower in Will Clark, Mickey
Tettleton, Ivan Rodriquez, Juan
Gonz.alezandDeanPalmer, butpitching (swprise) will hoJd them back.
Wild Card is their best hope. CAUFORNIA-Letdownoftheyear, start
of '96 could be like end of '95. OAKIAND-Departure of Tony Larussa
leaves the A's scrambling for a team
concept

. rnt~~D MOUND ~ND GOT~ lhlPl.{-DOlJ.Dl~

as

D Although the sports staff is getting larger, we 're still not where
we need to be. That's because we're waiting on you. Whether you
are interested in covering a beat, writing a sports-related opinion
column or doing features for various sports, give Jason or Tnn a
call at 823-8054 ext 27 and leave a message.

Magic players Anthony Bowie (left) and Donald Royal
(right) ask the crowd to vote by applause on who was at
fault for the triple-double incident involving Bowie.

~~~~~~~~~~~Snortsw
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Fonner football standouts Ekiyor and Alexander
lead 'True Playaz' through intramural tourney
standout defensive end Emil Ekiyor
and former linebacker Robert
Am. sports editor
Alexander. ....--------.....
Pizza and hoops go together . Mike Hill
likeRosanneandspandex, but leave it and Charles
toPizzaHuttofinda way to combine Beaumont
the two.
rounded out
Pizza Hut announced the ere- the fiery
ation of a 3-on-3 tournament that wel- four -man
comes the top intramural team from squad.
each school invited to the 64-team
True
NCAA tournament to participate.
Playaz, winThePizzaHutHOOPS touma- ners of the
ment format is a clone of the NCAA UCF intramural bas- Robert Alexander
toumamen~ with the exception of
games lasting _30 minutes or to 16 ketball league, set out for Providence,
. points. Each intramural tearh is sent to RI. to take on the winners of the
the same region as its school and is UMass intramural league. Advancing
played at the same sight
to the next round by way offorfeit, the
The Golden Knights fought True Playaz set out to take on the
their way ·through a tough representatives of the Stanford intraTAAConference and earned a date mural league in their first actual conwith UMass which allowed the 'True test- edging Stanford 16-14.
Playaz"tohittheroadtothePizzaHut
''I hit some clutch shots," said
HOOPS Intramural Tournament
team captain Robert Alexander, referRepresenting UCF as-the True ring to his 3-of-4 masterpiece from
Playaz were former Golden Knights' behind the arc, ''I was the go-to guy."
by TIM SPRINGER

photo/STRODE

Former UCF defensive end Emil Ekiyor showed earlier this
year that he definitely .has the hops. But, lately Ekiyor has
been exhibiting those skills on t_
he hardwood with hoops.

Ekiyor aJso had six points and
Mike Hill had nine assists. But it was
Ekiyor' s rim-bending goal against
Marquette in Atlanta whichAlexander
said truly brought the house down.
''I had to admire it I give him a
1Ofor it- he almost broke the whole
basket," Alexander commented.
Unfortunately, the dunk and
the foul weren't enough because the
True Playaz ended their tournament
run in Atlanta falling victim to
Marquette, who advanced to the Elite
Eight this weekend by downing Kansas State. The gameplan was to go
down low, but the Vvarriors 20-foot
jumpers were just too consistent in the
·16-13 loss.
"Your guys (UCF) put up a
really good fight. They're one of the
toughest teams I saw in the tourney,"
said Roy Whitehead, one of the
tournament's directors.
''I think we represented UCF
pretty well," Alexander said "But
after we lost I was ready to party and
enjoy the free trip." ·

Jackson breaks down the upcoming 1996 baseball season

- - -·
The last time baseball was on
prime time television, the Atlanta
Braves were puttin·g the final touches
on their first World Series title sinGe
Hanle Aaron roamed right field.
That was almost six months
ago. Spring training is all but over, and
it's time to kick off another baseball

season. But notjust any season ...afull,
162-game schedule, the first since
1993, as the '94 and '95 schedules
were marred by "The Strike."
·Some fans are still unhappy
about that, but those who are in cities
whose teams have high hopes for a
renewal of great play (like Atlanta,

Cleveland and Seattle) are all set-for
what they hope will be division championships and arimat theholy grail_the '96 World Series title.
As usual~ free agent deals were
rampant all over the league. This was
most evident in Baltimore where
former Toronto Blue Jays general
managerPatGillickbroughtinformer
Jay Roberto Alomar and Brewer BJ.
Surhoff to play next to Cal ''Gehrig
Who?' Ripken at second and third
base respectively. He also shored up
holes in the pitching staff by signing

starters Kent Mercker and Scott .
Erickson and relievers Randy Myers
and Roger McDowell. He hopes that
layingoutlargeamountsofdoughfor .
these free agerits will take the O's to
the top of the AL East for the first time
in 13 years.
Most National League teams
stood pat in general from last year,
withafewslightexceptions.EricDavis
is back with hirnld team, the CincinnatiReds.FormerOaklandAthletic's
manager Tony LaRussa prought in
many of "his guys" to Saint Louis to

start his reign as Cardinals' manager,
likereliefspecialistDennisEckersley
and starter Todd Stottlemyre. He also
snared Ron Gant, the powetfu1 outfielder from the Reds. League championsAtlantaand Cleveland are nearly
completely intact from last year. The
Indians picked up pitcher Jack
McDowell to give them four quality
veteran starters in their rotation.
So here's how things shape up
around the horn:

see THE BIGS, page 11

UCF AD Steve Sloan tees it up
with celebrities and shines
by KEN JACKSON
Staff writer

As Golden Knights' Athletic Director, you would think Steve Sloan would be
busy overseeing the administrative aspect
of all of UCF' s sports programs, leaving
little time to pursue sports from the other
side of the desk.
But you wouldn't know it from the
prowess of his golf game. Sloan tied for
second place in the third annual Celebrity
Golfers Association Classic of Orlando this
weekend at the MetroWest Country Club.
Sloan is a dedicated and accomplished
golfer. He carries a single-digit handicap
and even qualified to play in last year's
U.S. Golf Association Senior U.S. Open,
where he played with and against some
other over-50 athletes like Lee Trevino,
Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus.
This was the second year Sloan was
invited to the tournament on the CGA circuit, which brings together accomplished
golfers from the worlds of professional
sports and entertainment. Such names as
Dan Marino, Bryant Gumbel and John
Elway are regulars on the CGA Tour.
At Metro West Sloan finished tied for
second at even par, eight shots behind Rick
Rhoden, a former pitcJ:ier for the Pittsburgh
Pirates and New York Yankees.
"I playettvery well," said Sloan, who
tied with NFL players like Chris Chandler

and Peter Tom Willis for second place, "I
putted very well. The greens there [at
MetroWest] are very fast, and you must
putt well.''
He showed his putting skills on the
ninth hole of Saturday's round, where be
holed a slick, sidehill 35-foot birdie putt,
which he called "a near miracle."
"My perception of the CGA is that
these players are very serious aboqt," Sloan
said. "They look at it [the CGAJ as a way to
generate income."
· "Guys like Rhoden work on their
games constantly and his short game is
what sets him apart from the rest of us out
here."
That may explain why Rhoden bas
won 12 of the I 7 CGA events that he has
played in over the past four years.
Sloan likes to play in ~uch tournaments to sharpen his competitive edge.
And he'll need to be sharp to qualify for this
year's Senior qpen.
''I have the entry blank right here on
my desk," Sloan said. "I haven't sent it in
yet, but I will probably try to get in this
year."
Could this be the start of a competitive professional career on the Senior PGA
Tour?
Not likely.
"We have a Division I-A football
season to prepare for," he said, "My focus
is right here."
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